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Cyberbit for Enterprise 
Organizations

Power Up Your Cyber Security Team With the World's 
Leading Cyber Readiness and Skill Development Platform

Create an Elite Cyber Defense Team

The profile of the next-generation cyber defender has completely changed. SOC and incident response 
teams must be equipped with a new set of skills that include malware analysis, cloud security, knowledge 
of security tools as well as the latest threat vectors and MITRE ATT&CK tactics. 
The next-gen cyber defender is a “first responder” fully capable of working in a team, communicating and 
collaborating with teammates and management during an incident, equipped with critical thinking skills 
and fully capable of working under pressure.
Today’s attacks are inevitable, but can be mitigated by strong cyber defense teams. However, most 
information security teams build their skills on the job, or in bi-yearly exercises. 
The Cyberbit platform introduces the concept of hyper-realistic skill development. By simulating real-world 
threat vectors in live networks, and allowing your team to respond using commercial security tools, 
information security leaders can build elite cyber defense teams and continuously maintain their skills 
anytime, wherever they are. The Cyberbit platform delivers over 500,000 exercises every year to F500 
organizations, governments, military organiaztions and learners worldwide. 

On-Demand, Up To Date

Cyberbit is a cloud-based SaaS platform allowing your team to instantly run cyber labs and live-fire cyber 
ranbe exercises and courses, from any location.  
The platform is updated with the most recent new attacks immediately, so your team always stays up to 
date with the latest threats. 
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Cyber Labs Develop Fundamental Skills
Purpose built hands-on skill development modules, called Cyber Labs, ensure your team develops and 
perfects the skills required to excel in their roles. From networking to threat hunting and incident response, 
across the entire MITRE ATT&CK Framework, your team members will gain the essential skills required to 
maximize performance. Exercises are updated on a weekly basis, ensuring your team stays up to date 
with the most recent threats

Live-Fire Exercises Build Experience
Cyberbit is the only platform to include a full-scale cyber range, delivering a hyper-realistic environment 
including massive corporate networks simulating both IP and cloud networks , reverse engineered live-fire 
attacks, and commercial security tools from leading vendors. 

Crisis Simulation Prepares the C-Suite  
Prepare for a cyber crisis like never before by bringing together your executive and
Cyber Defense teams, to dynamic, collaborative exercises. Replace traditional tabletops with interactive, 
non-linear experiences that helps ,management teams including CISO, CIO, CEO, CFOs, PR, and more, 
practice decision making, and allowing you to validate incident response playbooks at the 
organizational level. 

Delivering Over 500,000 Hours of Training Annually 

sales@cyberbit.com | www.cyberbit.com

End-to-End Courses
Cyberbit includes pre-built and customizable courses to 
both develop your team’s skills as individuals and their 
ability to work as a team during a live incident. 
Including both cyber labs and live-fire exercises, 
Cyberbit courses ensure your team develops the skills 
required in a timely, measured, manner.

Define and track your teams KPIs with continuous, action-based evaluation in both cyber 
labs and live-fire exercises on the cyber range. Sensors built into the learning environments 
track trainee activity, ensuring the most accurate look possible at your teams’ activity.

Automated Performance Based 
Measurement 




